
Statoil Chopper Crashes Off Norway Coast, Fate of 13 on
Board Unknown

A helicopter has crashed off the west coast of Norway near Bergen. A
number of people are visible in the sea, while the helicopter was totally
destroyed, witnesses told the TV2 news channel, as cited by Reuters.

Read more
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Qatar Airways Urges Airbus To Resolve A350 ‘issues’

Qatar Airways increased pressure on Europe’s Airbus over aircraft reliability
on Wednesday, saying it had some “issues” with the A350 passenger jet,
barely a year after it entered service.

Read more

Singapore Airlines Hires
Women Pilots for The First
Time

Singapore Airlines (SIA) has, for the
first time, hired women to fly its
planes.

Read more

Austrian Airlines Looking for
160 New Pilots

Austrian Airlines is expanding
bilateral air traffic between Austria
and Germany.

Read more
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Aeroflot Takes Delivery of
New SSJ-100

Aeroflot has taken delivery of a new
Sukhoi Superjet 100 in enhanced
FULL specification produced by JSC
Sukhoi Civil Aircraft.

Read more

China Eastern Airlines
Finalizes Order For 15
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliners

Boeing and China Eastern Airlines
today finalized an order for 15 787-
9 Dreamliners.

Read more

Flight Tracking Systems
Undergoing Trials

Two systems designed to prevent
incidents similar to the
disappearance of Malaysia Airlines
MH370 are undergoing trials...

Read more

Germany Aviation Riddled
With Safety Lapses, Says
Confidential Report

Germany is one of Europe’s worst
enforcers of air safety rules, trailing
only Greece in...

Read more
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AAPA To Focus on Aviation
Safety This Year

The Association of Asia Pacific
Airlines (AAPA) will focus on safety
issues in its program this year.

Read more

The Air-Traffic System U.S.
Airlines Wish They Had

Flying over the U.S.-Canadian
border is like time travel for pilots.
Going north to south, you leave a
modern air-traffic

Read more

Aviation Industry’s Growth in Latin America

Through careful analysis of the largest aviation manufacturers (Airbus,
Boeing and Embraer) and market activity tendencies, it is true to say that
despite the current political and economical instability, Latin America’s
aviation market is predicted to grow steadily for the next 20 years at the
average rate of 6% annually.

Read more

Editor's Review
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Aviation Future: Pilot Shortage And New Deliveries

Today we can easily see how the emerging economies are expanding and
becoming more stable. It is just a question of time when the people from
those countries will be able to afford and use the benefits of aviation.

Read more

JetBlue Now Taking Ab Initio
Applications

Jet Blue has launched an ab initio
training program that it hopes will
help to diversify its hiring pool and
also give...

Read more

New Airbus Asia Training
Centre opens in Singapore

The new Airbus Asia Training
Centre (AATC), a joint venture
owned 55% by Airbus and 45% by
Singapore Airlines...

Read more
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Airbus Approves CAE H225
Simulator in Norway

The helicopter training centre run
by CAE in Norway has been
awarded as an Airbus Helicopters
approved simulation centre for...

Read more

Student Pilot Certificate
Rules Change April 1

AOPA is reminding student pilots
and their flight instructors that
significant changes in the process
of applying for...

Read more

First Flight For Rotax 915 iS Engine

During the US Sun ’n Fun expo, BRP announced that the maiden flight of the
Rotax 915 iS aircraft engine was made on 12 March at Wels airfield, Austria.

Read more
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Tecnam P2012 Traveller
Rolls Out

Successful roll-out of the first
TECNAM P2012 Traveller from its
Experimental Assembly Line (XAL)
in Capua (Italy).

Read more

Innovative 3D Printing
Solutions Are “Taking
Shape” Within Airbus

Airbus is making significant
investments in revolutionary
additive layer manufacturing
technologies (3D printing)

Read more

Lockheed Martin’s
Hypersonic Aircraft Plans
Are Taking Shape

For years, Lockheed Martin has
been working on hypersonic (Mach
5 and above) aircraft like the SR-72,
which...

Read more

Bombardier And Fokker
Renew Agreement To
Support Dash 8/Q Aircraft

Bombardier Commercial Aircraft
today announced that it has...

Read more
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Urgent Repairs Ordered on Boeing 787 Dreamliner Engines

Airlines have been ordered to carry out an urgent fix on 176 Boeing 787
Dreamliners because of an engine icing problem.

Read more

Lufthansa Technick’s Total
Component Support for
Safair

The South African carrier Safair has
contracted Lufthansa Technik to
provide comprehensive component
support.

Read more

Rolls-Royce Enters
Microsoft Data
Collaboration

Monday at the Hannover Messe
industrial fair, Microsoft Corp. and
Rolls-Royce, a leading manufacturer
of aero engines for...

Read more

Simulators Industry
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Boeing Selects Supplier For
777X Full-flight Simulator
Suites

Boeing announced April 19 it has
selected , a Textron Inc. company
as its supplier for the first 777X full-
flight simulator suites for...

Read more

A350 XWB Full-Flight
Simulator Installed in Miami

Airbus Training Center (ATC) in
Miami – part of the growing
worldwide network of Training by
Airbus* facilities – has...

Read more
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here and now with all aviation news in
one place. No matter if you are a
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